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1. A Poincaré duality space (abbreviated P.D. space) of dimension 
n ^ 0 is a finite complex M with the following property. 

Let M be embedded in Sn+k, k large, and let Rhea, regular neighbor
hood; then the inclusion dRClR, when converted to a fibration, has 
fiber a (k — 1)-sphere. 

Similarly a Poincaré cobordism (W; M0, Mi) of dimension n+1 
is a triad with the following property. 

Let W; Mo, Mx be embedded in Sn+kX(I; {o}, {l}) with relative 
regular neighborhood R (i.e. Rf^Sn+kX {i} « Q% is a regular neighbor-
hood olMiinSn+kx{i},i~0,l).LetdR~closmedR---Sn+kX {0,1}. 
Then öi^Ci? is a (&-1)-spherical fibration and dRl^Qi^dQiQQi 
is the induced (fe —1)-spherical fibration. 

A P.D. pair M, dM is a P.D. cobordism M; dM, 0 . If W; M0, Mi 
is a P.D. cobordism then M0, Mi are P.D. spaces of one lower dimen
sion. For a P.D. space M let vk(M) be the fibration corresponding to 
32?QR', for a P.D. cobordism W; Jlf0, -Mi let ^(TF; ikf0, Mi) be the 
fibration corresponding to dRQR. 

A Generalized Thom Spectrum is a spectrum defined as follows: 
let %k:Ek—>Bk be a sequence of (& —1)-spherical fibrations, & ê l . 
Let \l/k:Bk—*Bk+i be maps covered by spherical-fibration maps 

Let the Thom complex T(t-Xi) be the space ^TC^VJc-E*, i.e. the map
ping cylinder of %k:Ek—>Bk union the cone on Ek with the top of the 
mapping cylinder identified with the base of the cone. There are 
natural maps ^T^-^Tfa+i). This forms the generalized Thom 
spectrum T. 

Let 5 be the spectrum got by taking Bk = Bk+i • • • = point; thus 
S is the sphere spectrum. If T is any spectrum as above, we assume 
that there are base points in each Bkl preserved by \[/. This gives an 
inclusion of spectra SQ T. 

A T-P.D. space (or simply T-space) is a P.D. space M together 
with maps of spherical fibrations fk*Vk(M)—>%k so that 
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